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The SCOPE Logistics Summit is the new addition to the SCOPE family, a unique invitation-only event that has been bringing
together top-level supply chain executives for over 12 years. SCOPE uses a unique model of targeted one-on-one research
meetings with leading solution providers, paired with an 100% peer driven educational program focusing on warehouse,
distribution and transportation optimization.

KEY THEMES:
TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO REDUCE COSTS

Industry experts will cover a range of proven strategies to effectively measure and minimize transportation costs. Navigate the ins and outs of successful 3PL partnerships, last mile delivery, contract negotiation, driver shortage solutions, and more.

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

Address some of the most pressing challenges that come with Warehouse Management. We’ll cover
labor, automation, inventory, WMS selection, fulfillment demands and more to improve your day-to-day
operations and cut costs.

REGULATORY CHANGES AND KEEPING UP WITH COMPLIANCE

Recent regulatory changes regarding import/export tariffs, packaging, labeling, and many others have
diluted the clarity of future costs and processes. Experts will provide their forecast for the longevity of
the new landscape and help you to navigate and stay compliant in an uncertain environment.

WORKFORCE AND TALENT MANAGEMENT

Learn how you can create optimal conditions for your people to achieve innovation, realize their potential, and find true fulfillment in the workplace. Experts will discuss the finesses of managing the changing
manufacturing landscape and tackling the task of attracting, and retaining, qualified talent.

ADOPTION OF RISING TECHNOLOGIES

Artificial intelligence, blockchain, automation, robotics, IoT, IIoT and the like have transformed every aspect of procurement. We’ll help you nail down this soup of buzz words into an effective strategy for
technology driven processes, backed by case studies and proven best practices.

TARGET AUDIENCE

Senior Level Executives (C-Level, SVP, VP, Director, Lead, Manager) of:
Logistics • Distribution • Warehousing • Transportation • Operations
STEERING COMMITTEE
• Arlington County Public
Schools
• Athelas Institute, Incl.
• Auto-Wares
• Bell’s Brewery, Inc
• Chester’s International LLC
• DiversiTech Corporation
• Farm Fresh To You
• Hearthside Food Solutions

• Hunt Electric
• Hussey Seating Company
• Hydro Extruded Solutions NA
• J&C Tropicals
• Johnson Controls
International
• Kite Pharma - A Gilead
Company
• Moellertech USA, LLC

• Mylan
• NDS, Inc.
• Nolan Power Group
• Owens Corning
• Purolator International
• Regeneron Healthcare
Solutions
• Remington Products
Company
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• Sealed Air Co / Cie
• SIKA CORPORATION
• SRAM
• Stebbins
• The Apparel Group
• The Coca Cola Company
• The Kroger Co.
• Twin Rivers Foods

.com

